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SUMMARY

Techniques for estimation of investment and manufacturing costs in fermentation are discussed.
A method for optimization of fermentation Plants as whole is described.
5
It necessitates knowledge of a model of the biosynthesis and equations correlating investment and manufacturing costs to the size of equipment.
The Minimization of the non-linear objective function in a non-convex field
is obtained by a two step method.
Optimization in fermentation industry may have numerous aspects. One may envision improving the growth rate, the production rate or the yield in compound biosynthesis. In this case, the main control parameters are : substrate concentrations,
temperature, pH, aeration and agitation etc... Since a mathematical model of microbial cell-growth has been formulated by Monod (1), the kinetic pattern of various
fermentation systems has been intensively studied. The number of publications in
this field is strongly increasing (2,3,4,5,6).
The problem concerning the reduction of manufacturing costs such as those of
steam, energy of agitation and aeration, consumption of air, water and raw materials
belong to another category of optimization. Okabe and Aiba have recently presented
solutions to these problems (7,8,9,10,11).
The purpose of this paper concerns the approach of a global optimization of a
new plan supposing that the annual production of a fermentation product is given,
then the optimization consists in determining the size of the fermentor, power of
agitation and aeration system, size of heat exchangers, pumps, filters, centrifuges
etc... the required condition for temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, substrate concentration etc... so that the investment capital and annual expenditure for the production be minimized.
Since the same control variables and equipment are used in most fermentation industries, we consider that the method proposed, as regards yeast production, will also
apply to various other production.

- Modelling of the compound biosynthesis A mathematical model of the biosynthesis must be available. This model must be
able to describe the influence of control variables such as temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, substrate concentration on biosynthesis of the product.For yeast production, an estimation of growth rate and yield better than 5 % has been obtained (5,6)%
Any type of model either structured or unstructured may theoretically be used, provided that the action of control variables can be explicited.
- Capital investment and manufacturing cost The Flow sheet of yeast production is shown on Fig.1-2-3.The process has been
divided into three steps.

1 - Culture medium preparation - This includes vessels for storage of raw materials, hydrocarbon substrate minerals, a mixing tank and dosing equipment.
2 - Fermentation - This include the fermentor and its peripherals : air compressor, agitation system, heat exchanger, control equipment for pH, temperature
dissolved oxygen and foam level (Fig.2)..
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3 - Product recovery - For yeast this includ
es a two-stage centrifugation and
spray drying equipment. In the caseof recovery
of a water soluble compound,
one or several steps should be added : ion-ex
change, extraction or cristallisation for example.
Techniques have been developed and correlations
established to provide a global estimation of plant costs. One of the most
popular is the Lang Factor technique,
which is based on statistical formulas (12).
As regards this technique, the installed capital cost is obtained by multiplying
the major equipment purchase price by
a statistical ratio - the major error encoun
tered jis an incorrect estimation of this
ratio - the most probable value for the Lang
Factor in the fermentation equipment
should be 4.74, a value which is accepted for
fluids process plants. This value has
been used by Aiba et al. ‚ recently (11).
The exponential capacity-adjustment technique
gives fairly accurate results

T 1 - Whey reservoir
M 1-T 2- Mixing Tank
P 1 - Dosing pump
a
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Ente 7 APa/P,) x
where

C A = cost of Plant A
C
Pp

= cost of Plant B
B
ie annual capacity of the Plant A

B = annual capacity of the Plant B
x = exponential factor
P

The exponent x varies from process to process and the use of a wrong value
can introduce a considerable error into the estimation. Unfortunately, there are
notable discrepancies between the exponent factors published, their variations
ranging from .38 to .9 (13,14).
These methods are very good when one must make a quick decision about a new

industrial business and when it is not possible to wait for the preparation
a definitive capital cost estimation.
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However, the optimization of a plant necessitates a precise and detailed evaluation of the price of the equipment and utilities. In that casethe global method previously mentioned is not sufficiently precise . The largest sources of
informations to collect the necessary data are the ministries of Trade and industry which generally publish a monthly or annual consumer Price Index along with
the manufacturers' Price List and the Engineering companies.

Regression equations fitting the investment costs and manufacturing costs can
be easily derived from the data collected. For instance the price of a stainlesssteel vessel P in FF. is correlated with its volume in cubic meters by equation :

P = 0.162510*y3- 0.7157.10°* V2 + 1.2904 V + 10,275

In the same way, equations correlating all the manufacturing costs such as
those of utilities, conditionning, civil engineering and the keeping of insurance
companies can be derived.
- Optimization procedure -

Biomass concentration and respiratory activity of the yeast in the fermentor
determine biological oxygen demand and heat production. On the other hand, the
oxygen transfer coefficient Ka which depends on fermentor geometry, agitation
power, air flow, medium viscosity... controls the dissolved oxygen concentration
in the culture medium and the availability of oxygen for the cells. Consequently,
an equilibrium will be reached which will define cell concentration, growth rate,

yield and respiratory rate.
In the same way, maintaining an appropriate temperature set point involves an adequate cooling of the fermentor. The amount of calories to be evacuated depending
on the physiological activity of the cells, on the nature and concentration of
substrate utilised.
In the stationary phase of a continuous culture, the biological system described by state equations resulting from the various mass balances is entirely defined by the decision variables x, S and C,. If theses variables are predetermined

one can calculate the BOD of the cells

Vp (53 C, )x.

At equilibrium the oxygen transfer coefficient Ka will be obtained by equation (1)
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Fig. 4 Optimization program
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: substrate concentration

CL

: dissolved oxygen concentration

C;

: saturated oxygen concentration

When Ka has been obtained, predetermining the aeration number AN will entirely
define the aeration system.
Then, the problem of optimization consists of minimizing the objective function in a 4 dimensionalspace defined by the vector (x,S,CL, AN), under implicit
and explicit inequality constraints limiting the field of decision and state variables.
The optimization criterion used is a minimal overall production cost for a
given annual production. Objective function is the sum of all the investment and
manufacturing costs relative to the various steps of the process, expanditures

relative to each step depending on the state variables characterizing this step.
This approach leads to the optimization of a Plant production as a whole. Unfortunately the objective function is in this complex. case non linear and the

optimization field is not convex. Besides, the cost of the equipment is not a continuous but a step function proportional to its size, so that if the result of
computation falls in the discontinuity zone, where no equipment can be found on
the market, the extrapolation to the closest upper or lower size is necessary.
Finally, the existence of numerous implicit inequality constraints and local minima makes the finding of the true global minimum very difficult. In these conditions, the classical optimization algorithms such as the steepest descent or
the Box-Wilson, are inefficient since they generally converge on local minima.
To avoid these

difficulties we have developed

a two step

algorithm (Fig.4).

In the first step the optimization field is ruled in squares and objective func-

tion corresponding to each node of the network is calculated.
The best values of the objective function under the constraints will conse-

quently define zones of optimization field which can be considered as locally
convex.
In the second step, a classical optimization method applied in these zones
gives a quick convergence on the global optimum. The steepest descent or the modified Box-Wilson method proved very efficient (7,15,16) for this purpose.
- Discussion This two step approach makes it possible to minimize the investment and the
manufacturing costs for a new plant. It has the unique advantage of finding the
true global optimum.
Unfortunately, the necessity of having a tight exploration of the optimization field in the first step, can dramatically increase the computation time if
there are numerous decision variables. In a 4 dimensionalspace, the two steps
for convergence to the global optimum do not exceed 15 minutes.
Figure 5 shows convergence patterns of objective function. Minimization is obtained in approximately 10 iterations.
At starting conditions which correspond to a classical plant, objective function
has a relative value of .75.
Optimization is able to drop this value to .35.
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Optimal values obtained for a Plant fermenting about 400 m>/day of whey are following :
Fermentor caracteristics
Fermentor volume
Agitation speed
Agitation power
Aeration

52
79.
46
.29

m
RsP..M:
H.P.
V.V.M.

Capital investment
Fixed capital

3031.T

Fermentor and accessories

Agitation
Aeration
Cooling
Separation
Drying
Waste water treatment

60.7

13725
17.4
566.5
480 .0
1299.8
461.4
6054s4

air

Manufacturing costs
Electricity for agitation
aeration
cooling
separation
drying
waste water
various
steam
water
packaging
maintenance
salaries

Raw materials : 1415.5

In these

26.4
15.0
131.5
26.9
141.1
14.1
19.5
704.1
49.6
147.8
266.4
166.0
1768.41

E:F-

F.F.

conditions production ischaracterised by :

growth rate

.408

yield
biomass concentration
annual production
overall yeast production cost

43
21.0 g/l
2.286 T/year
TETORSE/KI

One of the most interesting featuresconcerning this optimization program is the
cost.,
possibility to calculate effectsof scaling up on production
whey.
Figure 6 shows results obtained for Plants fermenting 100 to 800 m“/day of
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